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ABSTRACT: Wireless sensor networks are being deployed for a wide variety of applications. It is an
important challenge to find out practical security protocols for wireless sensor networks due to limitation of
power, computation and storage resources. Symmetric key techniques are attractive due to their energy
efficiency. But the drawbacks of symmetric key techniques are evident in terms of key management and
security. Public key infrastructure is considered to be not suitable to provide security for wireless sensor
networks because of complexity. But some studies on elliptic curves cryptography indicate that algorithm
based on this kind of cryptography could be a potential choice. Fortunately, a practical identity-based
cryptography is proposed recently, which gives a possibility to employ elliptic curves cryptography in
wireless sensor networks. Compared with the traditional asymmetric and symmetric key techniques, the
distinguishing characteristic of identity-based encryption is the ability to use any string as a public key, for
example, an email address, a name, etc. Based on the Boneh-Franklin IBE algorithms, we proposed an
identity-based key distribution and encryption scheme for wireless sensor networks. Analysis shows that our
scheme has some advantages in terms of key management, storage requirement and security. The large
number of new applications for wireless sensor networks has lead to unprecedented growth of wireless sensor
networks.
The scheme is an elliptic curve cryptography type
I. INTRODUCTION
algorithm. We review briefly about identity-based
encryption and decryption first, particularly, the BonehSensor networks refer to a heterogeneous system
Franklin algorithms. Then we describe a key
combining tiny sensors and actuators with generaldistribution and encryption scheme based on the
purpose computing elements. These networks will
Boneh-Franklin algorithms for wireless sensor
consist of hundreds or thousands of self-organizing,
networks.
low-power, low-cost wireless nodes deployed to
WSNs are emerging as both an important new tier in
monitor and affect the environment. Sensor networks
the Information Technology ecosystem and a rich
are typically characterized by limited power supplies,
domain of active research involving hardware and
low bandwidth, small memory sizes and limited energy.
system design, networking, distributed algorithms,
This leads to a very demanding environment to provide
programming models, data management, security and
security. The goal of security services in Wireless
social factors. The basic idea of sensor network is to
Sensor Networks (WSN) is to protect the information
disperse tiny sensing devices; which are capable of
and resources from attacks and misbehaviour. The
sensing some changes of incidents/parameters and
security requirements in WSN include:
communicating with other devices, over a specific
It is an important challenge to find out suitable
geographic area for some specific purposes like target
cryptography for wireless sensor networks due to
tracking, surveillance, environmental monitoring etc.
limitations of power, computation capability and
Today’s sensors can monitor temperature, pressure,
storage resources. Many schemes based on public or
humidity, soil makeup, vehicular movement, noise
symmetric key cryptography are investigated. Recently,
levels, lighting conditions, the presence or absence of
a practical identity-based encryption technique is
certain kinds of objects or substances, mechanical stress
proposed. We present an identity-based key distribution
levels on attached objects, and other properties.
and encryption scheme for wireless sensor networks.
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Today’s world straggling with problem of identify the
security threats, review proposed security mechanisms
for wireless sensor networks. We also discuss the
holistic view of security for ensuring layered and robust
security in wireless sensor networks. Basically the
major challenge for employing any efficient security
scheme in wireless sensor networks is created by the
size of sensors, consequently the processing power,
memory and type of tasks expected from the sensors.
We discuss these issues and challenges in this paper. To
address the critical security issues in wireless sensor
networks we talk about cryptography, steganography
and other basics of network security and their
applicability. WSNs continues to grow, they become
vulnerable to attacks and hence the need for effective
security mechanisms. Identification of suitable
cryptography for wireless sensor networks is an
important challenge due to limitation of energy,
computation capability and storage resources of the
sensor nodes. Symmetric based cryptographic schemes
do not scale well when the number of sensor nodes
increases each device, called a node, is battery powered
and equipped with integrated sensors, digital signal
processors (DSPs) and radio frequency (RF) circuits.
Because of special characteristics and limitations of
wireless sensor networks, we face an important
challenge in security issue, particularly for the
applications where WSNs are developed in a hostile
environment or used for some crucial purposes. For
example, an adversary can easily listen to the traffic and
mislead communications between nodes. In order to
establish a secure network, we have to design secure
protocols to deal with problems about key distribution
and encryption in communications.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
Identity-Based Key Distribution and Encryption for
WSNs [1]. In this survey the scheme is an elliptic curve
cryptography type algorithm. Author reviewed briefly
about identity-based encryption and decryption first,
particularly, the Boneh-Franklin algorithms. Then they
described a key distribution and encryption scheme
based on the Boneh-Franklin algorithms for wireless
sensor networks. They discussed the efficiency and
security of their scheme by comparing with traditional
public key technique and symmetric key technique.
Three types of key distribution schemes have been
studied in general network environments: trusted-server
schemes, public-key schemes, and key pre distribution
schemes. There is a trusted server in Trusted-server
schemes for key distribution between nodes. Security
in Wireless Sensor Networks using Cryptographic
Techniques [2]. The author focused few important
points on Wireless sensor networks consisting of
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autonomous sensor nodes attached to one or more base
stations. As Wireless sensor networks continues to
grow, they become vulnerable to attacks and hence the
need for effective security mechanisms. Identification
of suitable cryptography for wireless sensor networks is
an important challenge due to limitation of energy,
computation capability and storage resources of the
sensor nodes. Symmetric based cryptographic schemes
don’t scale well when the number of sensor nodes
increases. “Research on Encryption Algorithm of Data
Security for Wireless Sensor Network [3]” In this paper
the main focus is on WSN security mechanisms,
authentication and encryption. However, sensor nodes
with limited computing resources and storage resources,
making the deployment of security mechanisms in the
nodes need to consider their storage space, power
consumption and other factors. If using hardware
cryptographic module will increase the cost of the node,
limiting large-scale applications. In order to reduce
sensor node energy consumption, cost, space
requirements, this paper has been studied and improved
Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithms, and
presented a lightweight high-level encryption algorithm.
The algorithm conducted a variety of improvements
form AES, mainly in three areas. “Secure Data
Transfer using Cryptography with Virtual Energy for
Wireless Sensor Network [4]” The wireless sensor
network technology is one of the largest data processing
and communication networks systems which
continuously developed for distributed environment in
field of real time application. There are so many factor
associated with it such as Data security, operating speed,
cost efficiency and additional sensor network
constraints. Main consideration is about increase the
security over existing attacks without affect the
performance and complexity of overall wireless sensor
network. Normally, two approach of symmetric key and
asymmetric key data encryption technique is applied for
it at sensor nodes. So, the proposed work is to explore
design of cost efficient secure network protocol which
reduces number of key transmission required in
symmetric key encryption for rekeying task. In
proposed algorithm mainly three steps are performed as
key generation, data cryptography and data
transmission.
“A Method in Security of Wireless
Sensor Network based on Optimized Artificial immune
system in Multi-Agent Environments[5]” In this paper,
they presented the review of some existing immune
systems and the way of making action when
confronting enemy agents in wireless sensor networks.
They also discussed about representing necessary and
practical algorithms for intrusion detection and
confronting the intruder by an exclusive method using
the available agents in the networks and representing a
software simulation.
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Human lymphocytes play the main role in recognizing
and destroying the unknown elements. In this article,
they focused on the inspiration of these defective
systems to guarantee the complications security using
two algorithms; the first algorithms proposed to
distinguish self-nodes from non-self ones by the related
factors and the second one is to eliminate the enemy
node danger. The results showed a high rate success and
good rate of detecting for unknown object; it could
present the best nodes with high affinity and fitness to
be selected to confront the unknown agents. “Wireless
Sensor Network Security model using Zero Knowledge
Protocol [6]. The security mechanisms used for wired
networks cannot be directly used in sensor networks as
there is no user-controlling of each individual node,
wireless environment, and more importantly, scarce
energy resources. In this paper, author addressed some
of the special security threats and attacks in WSNs.
They propose a scheme for detection of distributed
sensor cloning attack and use of zero knowledge
protocol (ZKP) for verifying the authenticity of the
sender sensor nodes. The cloning attack is addressed by
attaching a unique fingerprint to each node that depends
on the set of neighboring nodes and itself. The
fingerprint is attached with every message a sensor node
sends. The ZKP is used to ensure non transmission of
crucial cryptographic information in the wireless
network in order to avoid man-in-the middle (MITM)
attack and replay attack. The paper presents a detailed
analysis for various scenarios and also analyzes the
performance and cryptographic strength.
IV. OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the proposed work is as follows:
(i) To examine the data confidentiality and privacy
individuals control or influence what information related
to them may be collected and stored and by whom and
to whom that information may be disclosed.
(ii) To analyses the data Integrity and programs are
changed only in a specified and authorized manner.
(iii) To reveal the structure of function in an unimpaired
manner in the various Identity-Based Key Distribution .
(iv) To know the challenge for employing any efficient
security scheme in wireless sensor networks is created
by the size of sensors.
(v)
To
study
the
problem
changes
of
incidents/parameters and communicating with other
devices.
V. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology will be exploratory,
interpretative, recent research results have shown that
ECC is feasible on resource constrained sensor nodes. In
this work we demonstrate that the related but more
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complex primitives of Pairing Based Cryptography
(PBC) are also well suited for sensor devices. We
present the research methodology study on the
application and implementation of PBC to WSN. Our
implementations are all the fastest yet reported, and have
been implemented across a range of WSN processors.
We also present a novel variant of the key exchange
protocol which can be useful in even more demanding
applications, and which partially solves the problem of
node compromise attacks.
A. Curve Section
Authors tend to choose non super singular curves rather
than super singular curves because they feel that the
formers have security advantages compared to the latters.
We argue that until now there is no concrete evidence
for that and thus it seems that super singular curves are
more adequate to WSNs since they have been shown
empirically to be faster.
B. Parameters Mersenne Prime (q) And Solinas Prime (r)
The choice of the parameters q and r is a key factor in
the efficiency of pairing computation, as curve
operations are performed using arithmetic of the
underlying field. In prime fields, by choosing q a
Mersenne prime (i.e., a number of the form 2p−1) helps
in computing modular reduction operations efficiently.
At the same time, by choosing a Solinas prime (in
practice, a prime of low Hamming weight) reduces
considerably the computation of pairings. Note, however,
that because of the idiosyncrasies of the both types of
primes, often it is not possible to find a pair q and r
Mersenne and Solinas primes, respectively, suitable for
pairings.
1) Embedding degree k.
We have chosen k = 2 since it provides a number of
benefits while computing pairings. For example, k = 2: 1)
allows the important denominator elimination
optimization; 2) helps in finding a r of low Hamming
weight; 3) makes Fqk arithmetic relatively easy to
implement; 4) has been shown empirically to be
efficient;
2) Parameter sizes.
Parameter sizes often pose a tradeoff between security
level and efficiency. This issue is especially important
when dealing with resource-constrained nodes. For most
Pairing-Based Cryptography PBC schemes (including
Identity-Based Encryption), the security requirements
described to be satisfied by choosing r > 2160 and qk >
21024. However, security requirements in WSNs are
often relaxed. This is because of their short lifetimes and
because the goal is not to protect each node individually,
but the network operation as a whole.
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Until now, the larger parameters sizes for which the
Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)
and the Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP) are known
to be solved are 2109 and 2431, respectively. Therefore,
it seems that r≥2128 and qk ≥2512 are able to meet the
current security requirements of WSNs.

[4]

[5]

VI. POSSIBLE OUTCOME
In this paper, we have proposed a security architecture
that
provides
confidentiality,
integrity,
and
authentication for a mobile wireless sensor network. For
this purpose, we have presented algorithms to easily set
up pairwise secret keys between the mobile sensor nodes
and to establish a indent based secret key per node, in
which it can communicate its messages securely.
Furthermore, our solution minimizes the effects of
compromised nodes. Compromising an adjustable
number of sensor nodes does not compromise the whole
security architecture but restricts the security breach to
the immediate neighborhood of the compromised node.
Finally, we have implemented a prototype of our
security architecture, which clearly shows that it is a
lightweight solution and applicable for self-organizing
mobile wireless sensor networks.
Several directions for future research arise from our
solution. First, we intend to simulate our approach, using
NS-2, in order to determine the maximum grade of
node-mobility our security architecture is able to cope
with. Second, we would like to integrate the ability to
identify compromised nodes and methods to exclude
them from the network. Another interesting question is
to determine how much further we can optimize the
employed algorithms with respect to key distribution
and speed.
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